TO: Joint Steering Committee for Development of RDA

FROM: Alan Danskin, British Library representative to JSC

SUBJECT: Revision of RDA 6.27.1.2 and RDA 6.27.1.3.

BL thanks LC for its proposal.

6.27.1.2 & 6.27.1.3

BL agrees to the addition of a reference to 19.2.1.1

c) BL agrees to the addition at c).

BL is not sure how the guidance in the exception for serials would be applied. It is not clear how cataloguers would predict how a serial will be continued. It would be more helpful to provide a positive instruction on when to construct the authorised access point with the name of a person.

BL agrees to the proposed change of caption at 7.18.1.3

BL is not sure how the guidance in the exception for serials would be applied. It is not clear how cataloguers would predict how a serial will be continued. It would be more helpful to provide a positive instruction on when to construct the authorised access point with the name of a person.